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A B S T R A C T
We describe ergodic Borel actions of a seini-direct product  
g roup  K  x , G  on a s tanda rd  Bore] space where G is a  g roup act ing  011 a 
com pact  group  K by au tom orph ism s .  In the canonical action of G on the  dual 
K of K we assume each G-orbit  in K is finite. This  condi tion is 
au tomatica l ly  satisfied if K is a compact  connected semi-simple Lie group.
We discuss am enable  actions and relatively weakly-mixing 
actions  of this seini-direct product  group.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In 1942, P. Halmos and  J.  von N eum ann  classified measure  
preserving t ransfo rm at ions  of a measure  space (A ' ,p )  where fi is a probabil i ty  
m easure  on a separable  Borel space X with no a toms.  If T  is such a 
t ransfo rm at ion  we can associate a un i ta ry  opera to r  U of L 2{ X )  defined by 
{ U / ) ( t ) = f ( T x ) .  They defined T  to have pure  poin t spec t rum  if there exists 
an o r th o n o rm a l  basis { / n } in T 2(A") and a sequence {An } of complex numbers  
with absolu te  value 1 such tha t  V f n ~  An / n . If T  is an  ergodic m easure  
preserving t ransfo rm at ion  on X then  a classic result  of Halmos-von N eum ann 
s ta tes  that a necessary and  sufficient condit ion for T  to  have pure  point 
spec t rum  is that  X is isomorphic to a compact  abelian  group 
where the act ion on this  compact g roup  is by t ransla t ion .
In 1963, G. Mackey extended the  Halmos-von N eum ann  
character iza t ion  to  the  case where one has an ergodic action of a  locally 
com pact  g roup,  r a th e r  than  the integers Z£ as in the  above case. In a similar 
way, to  any m eau re  preserving action of a locally com pact  g roup G on a s tanda rd  
Borel space X with a  probabi l i ty  measure  we associate a un i ta ry  representa t ion  
tt of G on L 2( X )  where (irgf ) ( x )  = f { x  • g)  a.e. x for each g € G.
Mackey defines th e  G-act ion  to have pure  poin t  spec t rum  if n  is a  direct sum  of 
fini te-dimensional irreducible  un i ta ry  representa t ions.  Mackey showed tha t  
an  ergodic m easure  preserving action has pure  poin t  sp ec t ru m  iff X is 
isomorphic  to a homogeneous space M 0\Af where M is a  com pact  group 
an d  A/o is a  closed subgroup  of M a n d  the  action is given by Mom -y =  Morn<f>(g) 
where is a hom om orph ism  from G onto  a dense subgroup  of M.
In 1975, R. Zimmer generalized Mackey’s descript ion of ergodic 
ac tions,  of locally compact  groups,  with pure  poin t spec trum.  In so doing
Zimmer s tudies  extensions <f> : (X”, p )  ----► (K, v)  where is an equivar iant
m a p  of ergodic G-spaces, and — u. To each extension 4> we associate a 
n a tu ra l  cocycle representa t ion.  To do this one dis integrates  p  over the fibers of 
an d  writes L 2( X )  as a direct integra l JY H ydu{y)  of Hilbert spaces 
where H y is a Hilbert space over the fiber 4>~l {y).  W i th o u t  being precise we 
say tha t  JY H ydu{y)  is a G-invar ian t Hilbert bundle . Zimmer defines X 
to  have relatively discrete spec t rum  over Y if JY Hy d v i y )  can be wri tten 
as a countable  direct sum  of G-invariant irreducible 
fini te-dimensional  Hilbert  bundles.
Zimmer proved th a t  a necessary an d  sufficient condi tion for X 
to have relatively discrete spec t rum  over Y is for X to  be isomorphic  to a
skew-product  Y  x p A10\ M  where (3 : Y  x  G ----* M  is a cocycle with Mackey
dense-range into a  compact  g roup M, and Afo is a  closed subgroup  of M. This  
result  is known as Z im m e r ’s “S t ru c tu re  T h e o re m .” W hen  Y is a poin t  this 
n a tu ra l  cocycle representa t ion  on L 2{ X )  — J Y H ydv[y)  is the  un i ta ry  
representa t ion  associated to the  G-act ion on X, and this  reduces to  Mackey’s 
case.
My thesis is a  s tudy  of ergodic actions of a semi-direct p roduc t  
g roup  K  x t G  where G is a locally compact  group  act ing on a  compact  group  
K by au tom orphism s.  T h e n  G acts  canonically on the  dual K (i.e. the  set of 
all equivalence classes of  all i rreducible u n i ta ry  representa t ions  of  K) of K. We 
will always assume each G-orbit  in K is finite. This  condi tion on the  G-orbits  is 
au tomat ica l ly  satisfied if K is a compact  connected semi-simple Lie group.
If A' x ,  G  acts ergodically on a  s tan d a rd  Borel space S, let 
S =  S / K  be the space of K-orbits.  Then  G acts  canonically on this  space of 
K-orbits  since K is a normal  subgroup  of A' x ,  G.  T h u s  we ob ta in  an extension 
S  — * S. T h en  we prove in th is  thesis tha t  S has  relative discrete 
s pec t rum  over S. In this proof  the compactness  of K is essential and we use 
some un i ta ry  representa t ion  theory  of compact  groups. T hen  by Z im m er’s 
above result  S is isomorphic to a  skew-product  S Afo\Af where M is a
com pact  g roup  and Af0 is a closed subgroup  of M, and  0  : S x  K  x  ,  G  ----► M
is a cocycle with Mackey dense-range.
If we do no t  assume the  finiteness of the  G-orbi ts  in K then  S 
m ay  not  be isomorphic  to  such a skew-product .  The  cocycle (3 becomes simpler
if we assume there  exists a cont inuous  hom om orph ism  : G ----► K  such th a t
g • k  =  4>(g )Ar<^(<j)def ines  the  G-act ion on K. And in this case (3 is given by 
0 ( s , k g )  — A(fc)/3(s,g) where A is a continuous hom om orph ism  from K into M.
We identify some relat ionships between K, G, Afo, an d  M. If 0  
is a str ict  cocycle and  /3i. : S x  G  — *■ Aff has Mackey dense-range in to a closed
S x  a
subgroup  M ' of M, then  M is the  closed subgroup  genera ted  by [/?{s, A') U M ’} 
a.e. s G S ( B e e  Corollary 3.8). Moreover if 0  is a  st r ict  cocycle given by 
0 ( s , k g )  =  A(fc)/?{s,0 ), where A is a continuous hom om orph ism  from K in to  M 
then  A(A') is a  closed normal  subgroup  of M, M* • A ( A )  =  Af, and 
Afo • A (A )  =  Af(see Th e o rem  3.1, Corollary 3.9 and  Theorem  3.10).
We also s tudy  am enab le  actions and  relatively weakly-mixing 
act ions  of K  x ,  G.  A g roup  A is am enab le  if there  is a  fixed point in every 
com pac t  affine A-space. Solvable groups  are  amenable  groups.  Z immer  
in t roduced  the  notion of an  amenable  action in his p a p e r  “Amenable  Ergodic
G ro u p  Actions and  an Application to  Poisson Boundaries  of R a n d o m  Walks” . 
An amenable  action is loosely the existence of an  invar ian t  section from X to a 
Borel field of  compact  spaces. Actions of amenable  g roups  are amenable;  on the 
con tra ry  5Z-(2,IR) is no t  an am enable  group  b u t  its n a tu ra l  action on IR3 is 
amenable.  We prove t h a t  an  ergodic action of A' x ,  G  on S is amenable  iif the 
act ion of G on S is am enab le  iff the canonical action of G on the  space o ’ 
K-orbits  S / K  is amenable .  T h e  proof  of this  last  s ta tem en t  uses Z im m er’s 
resul ts  on extens ions an d  amenability.
Relatively weakly-mixing is a  notion in t roduced  by Zimmer 
which extends  the  concept of weakly mixing. By definition an action of a group 
on a Borel space X with a probabili ty  invar iant measure  is weakly mixing iff the 
the  p roduc t  action on Jf x X  is ergodic. C. Moore shows in his paper  
“Ergodici ty of Flows on Homogeneous Spaces” t h a t  an  action is weakly mixing 
iff the  associated un i ta ry  representa t ion on L 2{ X )  conta ins  no 
finite-dimensional  u n i ta ry  representa t ion  except  the  trivial one. Given an
extension 0  : X  ----► Y , X is said to be relatively weakly-mixing over Y if
{(*■]» * 2 ) : ^ ( z ] ) — 2 )} with the p roduc t  action is ergodic. W hen  Y is a
point  this reduces to  the usual weakly mixing. In parallel  to  M o o re ’s result  on 
weakly mixing, Zimmer proves t h a t  X is relatively weakly mixing over Y iff 
the  n a tu ra l  cocycle represen ta t ion  on the Hilber t bundle  L ^ ^ X )  over Y contains  
no finite-dimensional invar iant sub-Hilber t  bund le  except for the  trivial one, 
the  cons tants .  In this thesis we show th a t  if X is relatively weakly-mixing 
over Y where X and Y are  ergodic K  x , G-spaces  with  p robabi l i ty  invariant  
measures  an d  where K ac ts  trivially on Y, then  X is G-ergodic an d  as 
G-spaces  X is relatively weakly-mixing over Y.
G roup  Representa t ion  Theory  plays an im p o r ta n t  role in 
ergodic g roup  actions. It is well-known th a t  an action of G on X with a 
probabi l i ty  invariant  measure is ergodic iff the  associated un i ta ry  representa t ion 
of G on L 2{ X )  contains  no 1-dimensional  un i ta ry  representa t ion  except for 
the  trivial one. Recall th a t  we have been assuming th ro u g h o u t  t h a t  each G-orbit  
in the dual  K is finite. We prove th a t  a un i ta ry  represen ta t ion  n  of K  x  t G 
is un itari ly  equivalent  to  a countable  sum of finite-dimensional un i ta ry  
representa t ions  if TrjG' is unitari ly  equivalent to  a countable  sum  of 
finite-dimensional un i ta ry  representa t ions  of G.
C H A P T E R  1 
D E F I N I T I O N S
T h ro u g h o u t  this  paper  a g roup is a Hausdorff,  second countable ,  locally c o m p a c t , 
topological group.  All Hilbert spaces will be separable.
D e f i n i t i o n  1.1 : Let G be a group and  let y  be a finite m easure  on a s ta n d a rd
Borel space S. (S , y )  is called a Borel G-space(or we say G ac ts  on S) if there 
exists a Borel m ap  S  x G  * S  such tha t :
(1 ) (s • ffi ) * 92 = J* ■ 9igi
(2) s ■ e = s for all s £ S
(3) p-g —■ y  for g £ t?, ( ~- denotes  equivalent measures)  where 
(p-g)(E) = y  ( E g~ 1 ).
A measure  y  satisfying (3) of Definition 1.1 is said to be 
quasi-invariant ,  y  is invar iant  if y  g ~ y  for each g € G.  A Borel subset  E  of S  
is called G-invariant if E  g — E  for g t  G. An action of  G  on S  is said to 
be ergodic if the  invar iant  Borel subsets  of S  are  e i ther  p-null  or conull.
A Borel m a p  p  : ( S , y )  ----► (T,  u)  between two G-spaces is
called a G-factor  m ap  if p is G-equivariant (i.e. p{»-g)  =  p(a)-q for each s,g) 
and  p . p  u where  (p * p ) (E )  =  y ( p ~ l {E) )  where E is a  Borel subset  of T .  S is 
called an extension of  T  or T  is a factor of S.
Tw o  G-extensions p  : (S^p)  ----► (T,  u)  and
p 1 : ( S ' , y ' )  ----► ( T t r/) are called isomorphic extensions  of T  if there  exist conull
Borel G-invariant  subsets  S 0 C 5 ,  S f0 C S '  an d  a G-equivariant  Borel
isomorphism <f> : S q ----* 5^ such th a t  p r o  <f> =  p  and <j>.y — v. And two
G-spaces S and  S '  are  said to be isomorphic if they are isomorphic
extens ions over the  trivial ar tion.
D e f i n i t i o n  1.2: Let (S, p )  be a G-space an d  let H  be ano ther  group.
A Borel m ap  a  : S  x G ----► H is called a cocycle  if a (a ,  g ig 2 ) ”  « ( ai 9 1 )Q( 9 -9 i 19 2 )
a.e. s for all </],<?2 G G.
Two cocycles a  and 0  from S  x G in to  H  are said to be 
equivalent or  cahomoiogous  (wri t ten  0  0 )  if there  exists a Borel map
<f> : S  ----► H  such th a t  0 ( ^ , 5 ) =  0 (5 )/J(s,<7)<^ >(^  ■ g ) ~ i a.e. s for each g £ G.
E x a m p l e  1.3: Let ( S, p ) be a G-space. Define r: S  x G  — * ( R 4 , 1) by
</(/' •<? ' ' )
= -- j ---------(*)dp
r is called a Radon-Nikodym  cocycle.
Let a : S  >■ G ----► H be a cocycle and  let T  be an //-space.
Then  S  x T  with the product  measure  is a G-space whose action is given by 
( s , t )  ■ g — (s • g 0  • a (s ,<7)), for almost all (s, t)  £ S  x T,  for each g £ G. We 
usually denote  S  x T  by S' x Q T.  This action of G on S x a T  is called the 
s/rew-product action  defined by a .
It is easy to verify tha t  if a  0  (as cocycles) then  S x a T  and 
S * 0  T  are isomorphic G-spaces. We call a  a cocycle with  M ackey dense-range  
if S  x Q H  is an ergodic G-space.
We will need the  notion of a Hilbert bundle.
D e f i n i t i o n  1.4:  Let p  : H ----► S  be  a surjective Borel m a p  be tween s tan d a rd
Borel spaces such th a t  p “ ’ (s) =  H, is a Hilbert space for all s £ S. For each n — 
1,2,... , let / „ ;  S   • H be a Borel m a p  such that:
( 1 ) p o f n — id , for n =  1 ,2 , . . .
(2) 3 — ( /n( j ) , / m(i))H, is Borel for each n,m 
where ( . , . )h ,  is the  inner -p roduc t  in H..
3(3) L S { f n(s) : n — 1 ,2 , . . .}  =  H, for each s £ S
(4) given a Borel space X, a  m ap  F: X ——* H is Borel iff { p o F  
an d  x  — ► {/„ o p o F ( x ) ,  F ( x ) )  are Borel m aps
for n =  l ,2, . ..  }.
If this is the case, H  is called a Hilbert  bundle  over S  and we
denote  this by
a .
A Borel section f for a Hilberl bundle is a Borel m ap  f : S  ----> H such
tha t  p o f  — id ,  .
D e f i n i t i o n  1.5: Let (b ' ,p )  be a G-space and be a Hilbert bund le  over S.
Suppose to  each (s,g) € S  x G we assign a continuous linear m ap
Q( a *p) : H , .? ----► H, such that:
(a) o ( s , g) is a un i ta ry  opera tor  a.e. s, for each g
(b) if f and / '  are  bounded  Borel sections for
H .
( i.e. there
exists an M such th a t  | | / ( 3 ) | |h ,  <  M for each s ) 
then  (s,g) — ► ( a ( s , g ) f ( a  ■ g ) , f ' ( s ))H, is a  Borel 
m a p  on S  x G
(c) =  0 ( 3 , 3 , ) a ( j  - 5 1 , 3 2 ) a.e.s,  for each 31 ,32  G G.
Then  q  is a un i ta ry  cocycle representa t ion  011 the  Hilbert
AH .
bundle
If d im (  H , ) < oo for a.e. s, «  is said to be finite dimensional.
Along with the notion of cohomologous cocycles is the 
concept of cohomologous  or equivalent cocycle representa t ions.  W h en  S is 
a po in t ,  a cocycle representa t ion  is a un i ta ry  representa t ion  an d  equivalent 
cocycle represen ta t ions  are  equivalent un i ta ry  representat ions.
D e f i n i t i o n  1.8: Let ( 5 , p )  be a G-space. Let o  and 0  be cocycle representa t ions
H .
on the  Hilbert bundles and respectively, a  and  0  are cohomologous if
for each s f  S there  exists a  continous  linear m ap  U(s): H, ----► H'
such tha t  :
( 1 ) U(s) is un i ta ry  a.e. s
(2) a ( s , $ )  =  Ui s ) - *  0 { s , g ) U{ s  - g)  a.e. s for each g G G 
a n d  (3) if /  and / '  are bounded  Borel sections then
sG S  ► ( (s),  f'(s))H; is a  Borel map.
Let p : { X , p )  ----► ( Y i v )  be a G-factor m a p  between two
G-spaces. To th is  factor m a p  we associate a n a tu ra l  cocycle representa t ion 
on a Hilber t bundle  over Y. This  is an  im p o r ta n t  technique in this paper  
a n d  we develop it.
Let M (X) be the  set of all finite measures  on X. Equip  M(X) 
with th e  smallest  Borel s t ruc tu re  such tha t  for each Borel subset  E of X, 
p  €  M ( X )  ——► p { E )  is a Borel map.  Then  M (X) is a  s tan d a rd  Borel space
since X is a s ta n d a rd  Borel space.
There  exists a Borel m ap  y  ----» p v from Y into M(X) such
th a t  f iv is concentra ted  on p~*{y)  and  f i {E)  — J y  p y{E) du{y )  for each Borel 
subset  E of  X. This  is wri t ten  ft — j y  Pydv{y) ,  &I*d *s called the  dis integrat ion 
o f  ft over Y.
H,
Let be a Hilbert bundle  over X. For each y e  Y, form the
Hilbert space H v — j y  H*d/iy(x). Then  it can be shown is a  Hilbert bundle
over Y. We omit the details.
We now define induced  cocycle representations.
D e f i n i t i o n  1.7: Let p  ; (Ar,p )  — » (Y, iv) be a  G'-factor m ap  of G-spaces.
Let p = J Y f t ydv(y)  be the  d is integrat ion of fi over Y, and let a  be a cocycle 
representa t ion
i n
on the bundle . Form  the Hilbert bundle where H y — J"® W z d p v{x).  We
define a cocycle represen ta t ion  (3 on the  bundle by:
( ^ y  gd( f iy ‘ 5)
Y
i
i x  ' 9 ) ) Q (r ,
f iy-a.e. x, for each f €  H y g , a.e. y, for each g £ G.
We call (3 the  cocycle representation ind u ced  from  o  , and  we denote
it by f3 — I n d \  a.
In par t icu la r  if a  = 1 is the 1'd imens ional  identi ty  cocycle
X  x C
representa t ion  on the Hilbert  bundle , then I n d \  1 is the
X
n a tu ra l  cocycle' representa t ion  of  the  H ilbert bundle  over V'
Y
where H y — J®  C d p y(x) =  L2( X , p y ) for each y £ 1'.
D e f i n i t i o n  1.8: Let p : ( X , p )  — * (Y, i>) be a G-factor m a p  of G-spaces. If 
f n d \ l  is cohomologous to a countable  sum of finite-dimensional  cocycle 
representa t ions  then J n d \ l  is said to  have G-discrete  spec t rum .  X has 
relative G-discrete sp ec tru m  ovrer Y if I n d  y l  has G-discrete spec t rum .  
E x a m p l e  1.0: Let (JV,p) be a Borel G-space and  Y a singleton set.
Clearly X ----► Y is a G-factor map.  The  n a tu ra l  cocycle representa t ion
7T =  I n d \  1 is a un i ta ry  representa t ion  of G such th a t
n  : G f U (L2(X ,/ i ) )
where ( ir , , / (x))  =  ( j < ^ j ( x  • S>) ’ / ( x  • g)  and  (x.g.f) € X  X G x L 2( X, l i ) .
If G is a com pact  group  then  X has  G-relative discrete 
spec t rum  over a  singleton set.  If G =  SL(2,IR)  and X =  S L ( 2 t 2 L ) \ S L { 2 f 1R) 
then  X has  a finite G- invar iant  measure ,  and  X does not  have relative 
G-discrete sp e c t ru m  over a  singleton (since SL(2,IR) has  no finite dimensional  
u n i ta ry  represen ta t ion  except for the  trivial one).
An im p o r ta n t  result  of  R ober t  Zimmer will play an im p o r ta n t  role in our  analysis 
of  cer ta in  ergodic actions.
S t r u c t u r e  T h e o r e m ( R o b e r t  Zimmer).
Let 4> : A' — * V’ be a  G-factor m a p  of ergodic G-spaces such th a t  X has relative 
G-discrete spec t rum  over Y. Then  there exists a com pac t  g roup  M, a closer!
subrgoup  Mo  of  M, a cocycle \i : V' v G  > M  wi th  Mackey dense-range and
an  isomorphism A" ^  V M q\A1 of G-extensions of Y.
R e m a r k  1 . 1 0 :
In Rober t  Z im m er’s p aper  “ Extensions  of Ergodic G ro u p  Act ions” , he shows 
tha t  in a factor  m ap  Y  x ^  Af0\A4 —-  V where Y is an  ergodic G-space, Al0 a
closed subgroup  of a compact  group M, an d  (3 : Y  x G ----* Af  a cocycle with
Mackey dense-range,  then  V x @ Af0\ A f  has  discrete spec t rum  over Y.
C H A P T E R  2 
E X T E N S I O N S  W I T H  D I S C R E T E  S P E C T R U M
In this  chapter  we fix a compact  group K and ano ther  group
G, and  suppose  there exists a hom om orph ism  G  ----► j4 u / (A )  f rom G into the
continuous au to m o rp h ism s  of K. Let g ■ k be  the image of k under  the
au to m o rp h ism  defined by g and suppose fu r ther  tha t   * g-k  is continuous
from G  x A  * K .  T h e n  the semi-direct product  A x ,  G  is the  group  whose
product  is:
(kj ,Si ) (k2, g 2 ) = (k i {g  i • * 2 ),Siff2 )
and
(A' , , ? ! ) - 1 = ( s r 1 ■ * r , . $ r 1)
where ( & , ,£ , ) £  A  > a G  for i— 1,2 .
Note G acts  na tu ra l ly  on the  dual K (i.e. the  set of all 
equivalence classes of all i rreducible un i ta ry  representa t ions  of K) of K by : 
if 7T € K and  g e G then  (*" ■ ff)(fc) = 7r(<j ■ fc) for each k  £  A’.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 . 1 : Let ir be a un i ta ry  representa t ion of  a  com pac t  group K 
act ing  on Let H0 be a finite dimensional subspace of  H(*r) an d  let
)  £ K. Let P { 7 ) be the  7 -primary  project ion for n.
T h en  i5{Tr(fc)P(7)Ho : k € K} is a finite-dimensional invar iant  subspace of 
H(ir).
P r o o f :  Let H (7  ) be a closed subspace  of H(?r) such th a t  ^i,, ^  7  as un i ta ry
representa t ions  of K. Let be the  inner-product  in H (tt).
Let W = L5{Ar ----► (v , 7r(fc)ie) : u,u» € H(7 )}. Then  W  is a  finite-dimensional
<T - vector subspace  of the  continuous complex-valued functions on K.
Let { c i , . . . , e n } be an o r thonorm al  basis for H (7 ).
Let = £ " = 1(n{k  )eM e,).
Let V =  L S { k  ----► : ki  G A'}. I7 C  W  and  V is finite-dimensional.
Let span V and  fix ti> G H0 ■
Since P ( t )  — f h~ ) n( k ) dk  (see Theorem  1.12 of A. K n a p p ’s book
“R epresen ta t ion  Theory of Semi-simple G ro u p s ” ) then 
*-(£] ) ^ b  )(u’) =  dim(~r) JK x - r t ^ ' M ^ i  k ) d k ( w)  =
=  dim( 7 ) f K \ - 1( k ~ 1k 1 )7r(A:)(u’)rffr
— d i m (7 ) j K V™ j  a, f i {k) i r(k) {u' )dk  for some a, G C.
T h u s  n { k l )P(~f){u>) =  d im ( 7 ) a ,7r ( / ,  )(u-), where * { / , )  =  JK f , ( k ) n { k  )dk.
Hence n ( k x ) P ( 7 )(u>) G L S { n { f x )(u<), ... ,Tr(/m )(u*)}.H 
A consequence of this  proposi t ion is:
T h e o r e m  2 .2  : Let ir be a  uni ta ry  representa t ion  of A* x ,  G
act ing  on H such th a t  H =  dimH; < 0 0 , and  Hi is G-invariant for
each i. If each G-orbit  in K is finite then it is a countable  sum of
finite-dimensional u n i ta ry  representa tions  of A" x ,  G.
P r o o f :  Let j t ~ V '  .> n ( 7 ) ‘ 7  as un i ta ry  representa t ions  of K wheref€ K
n ( 7 ) G {0, 1, . . . ,0 0 }.
Let P ( 7 ) be the  7 -pr imary  projection of ir.
Let x-r(^) b e the  charac te r  of 7 , an d  let t> G H.
T h e n  7rs P ( 7 ) r  =  dim{~f) J K X i i k -1 M g k g - '  )n{g){v)dk  
=  d im (7  • g ~ 1) J K Xy ( g ~ l k - 1 g)n(k) i r{g){v)dk  
= d im( 7  • g ~ 1) J K Xy.9~ i { k ~ i )n{k)dkn{g) (v ) .
T h u s  ^ ( s ) P ( 7 )(v ) =  ^ ( 7  ‘ S _1 )ff( s ) ( lT) each g G G.
Let W lyt =  © ffeGL 5 {7r(A:)P(7  - 5 )Hi : k G K}.
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Since each G-orbit  in K is finite one sees by Proposi t ion  2.1 t h a t  H-,., is an 
orthogonal  finite sum of finite-dimensional subspares  . Hence IT-,,, is a finite 
d imensional  vector subspace of H.
IT.,,, is K  x a G'-invariant for each 7,1  since for each (<7, Jb,r’) 6  G' x A’ x Hi we 
have 7r(5 )*(*)/>(7 )1- =  n ( g k g ~ 1 )7r{g)P(-f )t> =  n { g k g ~ i ) P ( i  • 0 ' 1 )tt(9 )i>, and 
Tr(g)f £ Hi . Let C C K meet each G-orbit  in K exactly once. © e cIT. , j, D H; 
for each i.
Re-label the family { by { Wj } j =
Set Wj  = IT,' + 11" + ... +  Wj  for each j = l ,2 , . . .  .
11 rj is not necessarily a direct sum. Each W } is still f inite-dimensional and 
K  x t G’-invariant and W } C TTj+i for each j.
Also H = W , © ( W 2 n W,1 ) © ( W 3 nWj1 )® ...■
T h e o r e m  2.3: Let p ; ( X , p )  ——* (V, r )  be  a A  x ,  G-factor  m a p  where p is 
K-invar iant  and  K acts trivially on Y. Let X have relatively G-discrete  spec t rum  
over Y and  suppose  each G-orbit  in K is finite.
T h e n  X has relative K  x t G-discrete spec t rum  over Y.
P r o o f :  Let p — J  Pvdv(y)  be the d is integrat ion of p  over Y. Since p v is 
K-invar iant  tx-a.e. y we can assume p y is K-invar ian t for each y. Let S be the 
n a tu r a l  (Y ,/ i  x ,  G)-cocycle representa t ion.
S acts  on the  bundle such tha t :
Y
( S ( „ , M / ) U )  = <*■*»>) ’ /<* -*®>
p y — a.e .x  , for each fe  L 2{ X y p v.g )  ^ a.e. y, for each (Jfc,p) £ A  x $ G.
In par t icu la r ,  {S{y ,  k ) f )  (a-) — f ( x  • fc) for p v — a.e.x ,  for each /  £ L 2( X ,  p y ), 
and  for all (y ,k)e Y  x K .
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For each y € V, rr(y)(&) = S ( y , k )  defines a  un i ta ry  representa t ion  of  K on
L 2{ X , y v ).
For K, set ^ ( 7 ) to  be the  7 -p r im ary  project ion of jr(y).
Note S ( y , g ) n { y  ■ g) (k)  =  n ( y ) i g k g - 1 ) S{y , g )  a.e. y , for each k,g since if we fix 
(k ,g)e  A' * ,< 7  then for a.e.y S( y ,  g )n(y ■ g )(*) =  S( y ,  g ) S( y  ■ g, k ) =  S{y ,  gk  ) -  
=  S { y , g k g  ~*)S{y , g)  a.e. y.
Since X has  relatively G-discrete spec t rum  over Y,
L 2{ X , f i „ )
is a countable  direct
#  .(y)
su m  of Hilbert bundles , i = 1 ,2 ,... such th a t
Y
L 2( X , y y ) # i ( y )
©
H 7(y)  
©
Y Y Y
and  rfiTTiHi(y) < 00 a.e. y for each i, and Y(y,t/ )Hj(y • g) =  H;(y) a.e. y 
for each g e  C.
Now S { y , g ) n { y  • g ) ( k ) P v g (-r )Ui(y  ■ g) = ?r(y)(gkg" 1 ) P y (7  ■ g _1 )Hs(y)
a.e. y, for each ( ^ , £ , 7 ) € K  G x  K and each i —1 ,2 ,... .
Th is  above s ta tem en t  follows since if we fix (fc,y, 7 ) € A' x G  x K then: 
S { y , g ) n ( y  • g ) { k ) p v.5, (7 ) =  n ( y ) ( g k g ~ i ) S { y , g ) P v.g{'Y), a.e. y
=  Ir( y ) (y ^ y -1  x-t( k i 1)S(y , g) i r {y  • g) {k i )<lki
= ^ ( y ) { g k g ~ 1) d i m( ^ )  JK x 1{ k ^ 1) ir(y)(gki g - 1) S ( y , g ) d k i a.e. y 
=  * ( v ) ( 9 k 9 ~ '  ) d i m { y ) f K X y ( g ^ 1 k y l g ) n{ y ) { k1) d k i S ( y , g )
= n { y ) ( g k g ~ l ) d i m {7 ■ g ~ 1) J K X-y g - 1 ( k j 1 )tt(y ){*, ) dk1S ( y , g )
=  n i y H y k g ^ 1 ) P v (~t • g ~ l ) S ( y , g ) -
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Hence S( y ,  g ) n ( y  ■ g ) ( k ) P v ) = w(y ){gkg 1) Pv{‘f - g  i )S(y ,  g) &.e. y 
By Proposi t ion  2.1 an d  the  preceding calculation:
G>g£GLS{ - n{y ) {k ) Py{7 ■ 9 )Hj(y) : k e  K}
is a  finite-dimensional,
A' x # (7-invariant sub-Hilbert  bundle
of
X2( A \ p v )
for each *) t  K and each i — 1,2,... . Let C C K meet each
Y
G-orbi t  in K exactly once.
T h en  Hj(y) C ©-,ec  ©ge o  LS{7r (y ) (k )P y('> ■ g)Hj(y) : k € K} for each 
jl 6  1 '  and  each i =  l , 2 ,... .
Label the  family of Hilbert bundles
® 9eGL S { i r ( y ) ( k ) P v{~, -ff)H)(y) : k e K}
. Y / -rec . i^ i .2,
WJ(»)
by <
Y I  >=1,2,.
Set Wj { y )  =  W[{y)  +  W^ i y )  +  ... +  fYj(y) for each y  €  Y  and  j  =  l , 2 ,... .
T h e  sum in W j ( y )  is not necessarily a  direct sum.
T h e n  we ob ta in  a  direct sum of finite-dimensional Hilber t sub-bundles  each
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invariant under  K  x t G  i.e.
I 2( |  (y) n  H ](y)-
* © I
W3(y) n W 2{y)-
©
Y Y Y 1 Y
Thus  X has  relatively A x ,  G-  discrete spec t rum  over Y.l
For the rem ainder  of th is  C h a p te r  2, we will develop an d  prove a central result 
of  this  thesis.  Let K  y t G  act on ( S , p )  .
Choose a Borel subset S of S such tha t  S meets each K-orbi t  in S exactly 
once (see Theorem  2.9 of E. Effros’s paper  “Transform at ion  Groups  
and  C’*-Algebras” ).
Define p : (S,  p ) — ■+ ( S, Jt) by p( s ) —s where s is the  unique poin t  in S such that  
{s} — $ • K  n 5  , and  p , / i  =  p. S inherits the Borel s t ruc tu re  of S and  
we can identify S with the  space S /K  of K-orbits  in S. Let K act 
trivially on S and let G act  on S by : s o g = p(s ■ g ) where s f  S and  g 6  G.
So A' x t G  ac ts  na tu ra l ly  on ( S ,p ) .
T h e n  p : ( 5 Tp)  ----► ( S ,p )  is a A' x , G'-factor m a p  since p(s  * kg)  — p(s  ■ k )  o g =
=  p(a) o g — p ( s ) o k g  for each (3, fc, g ) £ 5  x K  x ,  G .
We also use o to  denote  the  K  x t G*-action on S.
Let A'g = { k  £ K  : s • k = s}.
Let V’g : A'g\A' ----► s • K  be a K-space Borel i som orphism  defined
by Kg k  ----► s • k .
(V’g is a  Borel m a p  since A g \A '  has  a  Borel cross-section).
It is convenient  to deno te  the  set {(s,A'-fc) : s e  S, k  G A'} by f ( s  x A’- \A ') .  
s <---- ► (s, K ^ k ) where s k  =  s is a canonical bisection between S an d  J ( s x K g \ K ) .
1-1
T h e  action of A' x ,  O  on J ( s  x A '- \A ”) becomes:
(s, A'gfc) • fcj = (s, A'- k k i )
<s, A'-fr) - g = ( s o  g> h ^ ogb(syg)g~' l kg)  
where 6( s, g) G A an d  s o g  - f r (s , j )  -  s (/.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.4:  If A x ,  G ac ts  ergodically on (5 , / i )  then Cl acts  ergodicallv 
on (S,/ i) .
P r o o f :  Let E be Borel subset of S such th a t  E  o g — E  for each g G G.
For each ( s , A1, y) g E  x  K  x  , G , p( s ■ k ■ g) — p(s  • g) — s o g G E.
Thus  s ■ k ■ g G p -1 ( E )  — E  ■ K  for each ( s , k , g )  G E  x A' x , G.
Hence E  ■ K  is a A’ x s (7-invariant Borel subset  of S.
T h u s / / ( £  • A ) =  0 or / i (E  • A') =  1.
But p { E  • K )  =  /i ( p ~ }( E ) )  = Jj(E).
So E is a  null or  conull subset of S.
Thus  G acts ergodically on (S , / i ) .H  
We now s ta te  a central  result:
T h e o r e m  2.5 :  Let K  x ,  G  act  on S where // is K-invariant and
suppose each G-orbi t  in the  K is finite. Let p : ( 5 , / i )  ——► (S,/Z) be the  canonical
K  x , G-factor  m ap  where S =  S / K  is the  space of K-orb i ts  in S.
T h e n  S has  relatively K  x , G-discrete sp e c t ru m  over S.
P r o o f :  Let p  — J  /^ rf / i f i )  be the  dis in tegrat ion of /i over S.
Since p, is K-invariant ,  then  /i- is K-invariant  Ji-a.e. s G S.
We can assume p- is K-invariant  for each s G S.
Let : (A ' ,m )  ----► (A '- \A ’, m - )  be the  canonical project ion where m is the
normalized H aa r  measure  on K and  m-  =  ( (^ ) . (m ) .
ir,
m -  is a K-invariant m easure  on K g \ K  i.e. m-(£NA-i) =  m j ( £ )  for each k\  G A , 
and  E a Borel subset of A’g\A*, and  for each s f  S.
Consider  again the canonical K-equivariant  Borel isomorphism
V’s : A'g\A' ----► s ■ K . T h e re  exists a non-negat ive
constant  f (s )  > 0 for each s 6 S such th a t  (V’g)* (f (s ) = Ps-
Define a u n i ta ry  opera to r  (Vg)* : A2(s • A',Pg) ----► i ! ( A ' j \ A ' , f ( s ) m ' )  for each
s e  S by (V's ) . ( / )  -  f  o V’g, where /  € £ 2(s ■ A \ p s ).
T h e  n a tu ra l  bundle  representa t ion  R of (S, A' x # G*) is given by:
m i . k g )  ^  L \ S , ^ )
where
{ R ( s , k g ) f ) { s j  ) =
r dp S o  g (si  ■kg)
p- -a.e. sj for each /  6  L 2(S,  Pg0fl ) a e - ® f°r  each ( f c , j ) € A' x ,  G',
Consider  the  d iag ram  below:
S o p  .
£ 3( 5 , p - )
(*s).
We write  L 2( A g \ A  ) for i ( A ' j \ A ' , e ( s ) m - ) ,
By a formal calculation if /  € L 2( K ^ og\ K ) then
( W i M R ^ k g M i ^ K ' f )  <A-;fc,)= (« ( i .*J ) (V •s=5).-, / )  ° * i  
=  f l ( M s ) ( V ,8o ,K ‘I / («  * * 0
• fcifctf) f  f^Kkogb{s,g)g 
where (as before) 6(s, <7) G K  and  s o j ' 6( s ,p )  =  s • g.
Hi
We may regard  R as a bundle  representa t ion  where
R('s ,kg)  : L 2( K ^ og\ h )  ---- ► Z,2( A ' - \ A ' )  and
( R ( k , k g ) f ) ( K gk l ) ' k i k g )
a.e. A'jA-j for each /  G L 2( A'gos\  A '), a.e. s for each (fct </) G A' x a G.  
In pa r t icu la r  for each s 6  S we have a un i ta ry  representa t ion  of K:
k  — - R(  s ,Ar) £  U  ( L 2( A ' g \ A ' ) )
where {R{s,  k ) f )  ( A'gfcj) =  / (  K ^ k i k )
for each A ' - t j  G A'g\A',  for all /  6 L 2(A '- \A r ), and for each k £ A'. 
Let 7t(s)(A-) =  /?(s,fc) for each (s,A-) £ S x A’.
For each s £ S we define an isometry(into):
( t i l*  : i 2(A’g\A-) L 2( K,  m )
by < f j ) • ( / )  =  £ ( i ) ! ( / o { 5 ) where /  6  I 2( A ' ; \ A ) .
((g)* is an  isometry for:
H K i r / n i ,
= I k  c (5) I ( /  ° SsMfc)l2<*m (*)
=  J K g \ K  £^ ^ K s k )\2 d ms ( K s k ^
= J h ’k \ K  \ f ( K s k )\2d (£(s)m s) (■K Sk )-
Hence IK^s / f . \ /£,  •
Let tt be the  right regular  representa t ion  of K on L 2(A ' ,m ).
((g)* in ter twines  rr(s) an d  it for each s £ S since if /  € L 7( K ^ \ K )  then  
« £ s ) ’ *(S)(fc) /)  (fci) =  (w(i)(fc)/ o fj)  ( * , )  • e ( i )»
=  n K i k , k )  ■ c( i ) i
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-  « f s ) V H M ) .
Hence ((f- )“7r (s)(fc)/)  (ki  ) =  (tt( ) ( ) * / )  (k i ) for each s, k t , a n d  k.
Since (£g)* in ter twines  tt(s) a n d  n,  then Z,2(A'*\A') — © ^ A 2 ( A-\A"),
where A2 (A 'g \A )  is the  range of the 7 -primary  project ion /%{£) of tt(s) for 
each ( s, 7 ) € (S x K).
We rem ark  th a t  A2 (A 'g \A )  is finite-dimensional for each (£,7 ) € S x K.
Note R(s ,  kg) n( s  o ^ )(A*j) =  t t (s ) {(kg)kj  (A</)- 1 ) /?(£, fcj) a.e. s for each 
{ k , k i , g )  € K  x A x G.
We claim th a t  R(  s, k g ) L ^ (A'g \  A ') C A2 (kg) _ 1 ( K g \ K ) a.e. s for each 
(k, f f , 7)  6 (A' x . G  x K),  where (7  * ( * l ) =  7  ( ( )  “ 1 )) for all
Ai € K .  Fix (A1, j )  ^ A' x , G and  7 6  k .
^ . ( t s )-*(s)A(s,A:<?) =  d i m ( i )  f K Xx, ( (k g ) '  1 k ~ 1 (kg))  n ( s ) ( k } ) R( $ , kg) dk i  
=■ </i'rji(7 ) JK A{s, kg)ir[i  o g ) ( ( k g ) ~ l k i ( k g ) )  dki  a.e. s
=  R ( s , k g  )rfim(7  ) Jh \~,{k~ 1 )rr(s o g)(ki  )dki 
=  R( s , k g ) P- 1(s o g).
Hence for each (A, 3 , 7 ) G A' x t G x k ,
P^.(kg) i (s )A(£, kg)  =  A(s,  kg)P-, (s  o g)  a.e. s .
P r ( t , ) - i ( s ) f l ( s , f c ( / ) /  =  f l ( s , fcs )P 7 ( i °  j ) /  , for each /  € A2 (A ' ^  \  A ') a.e. s 
for each ( A, 3 , 7  ) G K  x , G  x k .
T h u s  P^. ikg)- i ( s ) R { s , k g ) f  =  R ( s , k g ) f  for each /  € A2 ( K g og\ K ) a.e. s , 
for each (A,3 , 7 ) G K  x , G x k .
Hence A(s, A^)A2 (A'§os \ K ) C I 2 , ( A'- \A ' )  a.e. s , for 
each (A, 5 , 7 ) G A' x , G  x  K.
But  7  ■ ( kg  ) -1  =  7  ■ g -1  for each ( A,3 ) G A' x , G .
Hence A(s, kg  )A2 (A'gog \  K ) C A2.? . ,»(A'S\ A )  a.e. s , for
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each (k , g, - } )  £ A' x , 6 ' x K. If t? is a G orbit  in K then
R{ s , k g )  : e ^ erfL^(A'-o9 \A ‘ ) ----► © ^ t) A* ( A,. \  A ') a e - * * for
each (£,</) £ K  x a G.
Hence, for each (Ar,<j) £ A' x ,  G  we have
A(s,Arj) A - off\ A ) )  -  ®-,<-ti L l ( K k \ K )  a.e. s.
Let i? j , $ 2 , t?3 , .. . be the  G orbits  in K.
T hen
( A ^ A )  © , etfl£ 2 ( A - \ A )  © >grf, I ’ <As \ A )
e
since L 2IA '- \A ')  = A^( A' g \ A)  for each s £ S.
Moreover ,  ©-,<=,», A* ( A"-\ A’ ) is finite-dimensional for each *?, and  s.
T h u s  t he nat ural bundle  representa t ion  R o f (S ,A ’ * 9 G)  has discrete  sp ec t ru m .H  
C o r o l la r y  2.6: Let K  x , G  act ergodiral ly on ( S , j j ). Let S =  S /K  be the 
space of K-orbi ts  in S on which K  x a G  acts natural ly.
If each G-orbit  in K is finite then  there  exist  a co m pac t  g roup  M, a closed 
subgroup  M 0 of M , an d  a cocycle (3 : S x K  x , G  — * M  with Mackey 
deuse-range such tha t  5  ^  S M 0 \A /  as A' x ,  G-extensions of S.
P r o o f :  We may assume the  m easure  fi on S is K-invar iant  otherwise,  we replace 
it by the K-invariant measure  p '  defined by p ' f E ) - / ^  n ( E  • k ) dk  where  E is a 
Borel subse t of S.
T h e  result  now follows from Th eo rem  2.5, Proposi t ion  2.4, and  
R o b e r t  Z immer 's  S t ruc tu re  T h e o re m .■
Let us look at an  example  to i l lus t ra te  Corollary 2.6.
E x a m p l e  2.7: Let 4> : 7L — * 5£/(2)  be a hom o m o rp h ism  from the  integers into
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the  special un i ta ry  g roup  SU(2) defined by
*^(n ) “  ^ ^ f or each n £ TL
T h e n  TL ac ts  on  SU(2) by inner-conjugation i.e. n ■ k — 0 (n)fc0 ( n )  for 
each (n , Ar) 6  TL x  S'f^(2). We may form the  semi-direct  p roduc t  SU{  2) x t TL 
whose mult ip l ica tion is given by:
( ,  fi j ) ( ,  n j ) =  ( fci (n i  * ^2 )■> r»i +  ” 2 ) f«r each (&,, n , ) G S U( 2 )  x t TL, i=  1,2 . 
Each ffi-orbit in SU(2 ) is finite since compact ,  connected,  seini-simple Lie groups 
(like SU(2)) possess only finitely many non-equivalent  irreducible  
represen ta t ions  of a  given dimension.
Define an act ion of 5T^(2) x „ on T x SU(2) by: if ( f , a )  £ T  x SU(2) and 
(A-, n ) € 5 ^ ( 2 )  x ,TL,  t hen ( t , a)  • k — ( t , a k ) and  (/,  a )  • n — ( / ■ n, a0 (n  )) where 
TL acts  by an ir ra t ional  ro ta t ion on the torus  T.
We claim 5f^(2) x 9 TL acts ergodically( properly)  on T  x SU(2).
Let E  C T  x SU(2) be an S t / (2 )  x ,  2Z,-invariant Borel subset .
Let E* = {a G 5 f / ( 2 ) | ( t , a )  G E }  for each I 6 T.
For each t £ T,  E* is null or conull since E* is SU(2)-invariant .
Let To — € T\E*  is conull}.
T h en  note  E * ' 1 =  {o £ 5'f^(2) : ( t ■ l , a )  £ E } —
=  {a £ 5 f / ( 2 ) | ( f , 0 0 ( 3 )) • 1 £ E )  since 0(4)
=  {a £ S f / ( 2 ) | ( ( , a 0 ( 3 ) )  £ E }
= { a €  S i r ( 2 ) \ ( t , a )  £ E } - ^ ) - 1 
E t l  =  E t ^ ( S ) ' 1.
Hence T0 is S - in v a r ian t .  So To is null or conull.
If m  and  v  are  normalized Haar  measures  on SU(2) and  T,  respectively then 
{v  x m ) ( E )  =  j r m { E t )du(t )  = j To 1 dis[i) = v{To) = 0 or 1 .
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Thus  each 57^(2) x ,  IZ-invariant Borel subset E of T  x  SU(2) is ei ther  null or 
conull and  we see S V ( 2 ) x ,  TL acts ergodical ly(and properly)  on T  x  SU{2). 
This  action of S C ( 2 ) x ,  ® m ust  be given by a skew-product action 
on S x p  A1q \ M  (as assured by Corollary 2.6) where S — S / K  an d  S  — T x SU(2).
In this ac tion of SU(  2) x t TL we may identify S with T.
Define j3 : T  x  [ 5 C (2) v t 7L\ — - SU (2 ) by / i ( f , ( A, n )) = k 4>{n) for 
( f , A*, n ) € T  x  S V { 2) x  a TL, where we are regarding T  as S.
It is easy to verify that  ft is a cocycle.
T h e  skew-product  action of .SC(2 ) x S TL on  T  x@ STJ(2) is exactly the
action we s ta r ted  with. Indeed, if ( ( ,« )  G T  x ^ SU(2) and 
(A,n)  G 5 C ( 2 )  x ,  TL then
( / ,  a )  ■ ( k , n )  =  ( / o ( k , n) , a{3( t ,  (A\ t j  ))} =  ( t o  n , a A< £ ( n ) )
— (( • n,aA-0 (n)),  where o denotes  the act ion of TL on S.
Corollary  2.6 can fail if we drop the  assum pt ion  tha t  each G-orbit  in K is finite. 
We provide  an example.
E x a m p l e  2 .8 : Let A' x ,  Q — T 2 x # 5L(2 , f f i ) ,  where SL{2,TL)  ac ts  canonically 
on T 2, i.e. if A  G SL{2, 2L)  and  e;rp(;r,y) — ( e2w,t, e2nty) G T 2 then  
A ■ exp( x ,  t/) — exp  ( ( i ,  y ) • ), where ( r ,  y)  G IR an d  A 1 is the  t ranspose  of A .
T h e  act ion of SL{2, 7L)  on the dual  T 2 ~  TL2 is given by: if ( n , m )  G T 2 — TL2
s - (k ,  A)  = = A  1 • sk  where (a, A:, A) G S  x T 2 x ,  S L ( 2, ffi) and  A  1 • ak is 
the  act ion of SL( 2 ,  TL) on T 2.
Not all S L ( 2 ,  "Z )-orbits in T 2 are finite since ( n , m )  
where a , n , m  G TL.
Define an action of T 2 x t S L { 2 i 7L) on S  — T 2{ w i t h H a a r  m e a i u r r )  by :
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Note S =  S / ( T 2 ) consists of one point.
T h e  na tu ra l  cocycle representa t ion R on { p t . , T 2 x t S  L { 2 , rLL)) is a
(see Exam ple  1.9} un i ta ry  representa t ion  of  T 2 x a SL( 2 , 2L)  on L 2 { T 2 ) defined
by:
( R ( f c , , 4 ) / ) ( ^  = f ( s  ( k , A ) )  
where /  G L 2 ( T 2 ) and  (s,Ar,A) € T 2 x T 2 x M SL{
We regard ZL as a subgroup  of T 2 x a S L ( 2 ,TL) via the  identification
0 e TL <—  (  J  “ )  e T 2 x ,  SL{2,TL) .
Then  R im : TL —  V ( L 2 { T 2 ))
is given by ( R { a ) / ) ( s i  + TL,s2 + TL) ^  f  +  25, «2 + TL) ■ ^ ^
=  /  (  (  Q j °  )  €Xp{slt
= / ( « , ( < « „ * , ) (  \  " ) ) )
= / ( c r p i ^ i  -  a j 2, s 2 ))
Hence R ( a ) / ( s i  -+ 25,s 2 +  TL) - f ( s i  -  a s 2 +  TL,s2 -f TL) for each /  € L 2( T 2) 
an d  s j , s 2 £ IR, a £ 2L.
We will show i?|B is unitar i ly  equivalent to an  infinite countable  n um ber  of copies 
of the  regular  representa t ion  of TL.
T h u s  / i |B is not a countable  sum of finite-dimensional  un i ta ry  representa t ions.  
T h u s  R as a  cocycle representa t ion on (S, T 2 x a S L (  2, 25)) does no t  have discrete  
spec t rum .
By R em ark  1 .1 0 , 5  =  T 2 cannot  be wri t ten  as a skew-product  S Af0 \A /  as 
described in Corollary 2.6.
To see i?|B is equivalent to  a  countab le  copy of the  regular  representa t ion  
of , define for each s 2 G IR a u n i ta ry  represen ta t ion  i 2 ' , + Z£ of E  on 
L 2 ( T )  by: f l ' ’ + ® ( a ) / ( s ,  -V TL) — f { s 1 -  a s 2 +  TL) for /  € L 2 {T) ,  and
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( a , 5 j ) G TL x IR, and the  measure  on T  being normalized Haar  measure  /r. 
T h u s  R U -  / R /B  * -  + = d , l(a2 +  ZZ).
This  equivalence can be verified using the un i ta ry  o p e ra to r  descr ibed by:
L 2 ( T 2 ) -  I 2 { T , L 2 {T) )  where  /  «---- ► [j2 +  — * / ( * , s 2 +  7L)\.
Recall the  Fourier t ransfo rm  A : L 2 (TL,f ic )  ► L 2 { T)  is defined by
/ AU )  -  E ~ - «  / ( « ) ' "
where /  G T 2( JE ,p c), .z G T  and  p, is the count ing  measure .
T h e n  - oce " 2" ' ,2n ; for if /  € L 2( Z , p f ) , then
( ( E “  + z » -
— / A(*S] ■■ U'*2 "b TL).
Hence ( ( V ) ~  e " ) q / )  * (s,  + ffi ) =  (J?'* + E ( / A)) (a,  +  ffi) for each 
(a,  S] ) G 5Z x IR.
Now ~  / R /B  R ’3 + 5Zd p ( s 2 +  TL)
-  E ^ - o c / r 2" ^ ^ )
-  E “  - OBn J T zdf i (s)
R  * - <* >’ JT zdP ( z )-
C H A P T E R  3 
A N A L Y S I S  O F  C O C Y C L E S
In this chap te r  we fur ther  the investigat ion in to  the  s t ruc tu re  
of semi-direct product  actions. To do these we analyze the cocycles for these 
gro\ips.
T h e o r e m  3.1 :  Assume A' x , G  acts ergodically on S such th a t  K acts trivially
on S . Suppose there  exists a continuous hom om orph ism  4> ' Cl ----► K  such that
G acts  on K by g ■ k  — <fi(g )k<f>(g~ 1) for each (Jfc,#) € A' x t G.  Then  a  cocycle
(3 : S x  K  x  , G  ► A/ with Mackey dense-range in to  a  com pact  group M is
cohomologous  to  a cocycle /?' where f V( s , kg)  — A( A c (s , <j) for each
(s ,J t ,p)  6  S x  A' x G where A : K   ► M  is a continuous hom om orph ism
P r o o f :  T h e  cocycle )3 : S x K  x  „ G----- * M  can be assum ed  to  be a strict
cocycle i.e. 0 (s, ( ,  g j ) ( ,  g 2 )) =  ^ { s , k 1 g i )0 (s o g i , k 2 g2 ) a.e. s for each 
G fC x., G  for i =  l ,2  .
For each s t the  m ap  k  ----* (3{s,k)  is a  continuous hom om orph ism
from K in to  M.
Let m be the  normalized Haar  measure  on K.
Let T(K,M) be the set of all equivalence classes of all Borel m aps  from K into 
M where two such m aps  are equivalent if they are equal m-a.e.
Let d be a  metric  on M whose value is a t  most 1 .
Define a  metr ic  p on T{K,M) by
p ( / i , / j )  =  f  d ( M k ) , M k ) ) d m { k )
J k
where / ,  € T(A', Af) for i =  1, 2 .
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Since M is a complete  separable  metr ic  space, then  by a result  of C. Moore 
r ( K , M )  is complete  separable  metric  space (see p .6 of C. M oore’s paper  “ Group 
Extensions  and  Cohomology for Locally C om pac t  Groups.  I I I” ).
Let F  =  {<t> £ F(A\  M )  : there  exists a Borel hom om orph ism  $  : K  — > A/ such 
t h a t  4> — $  a.e.}
C l a i m  3 .2 :  F  is a closed subset of F(K,M).  Hence F is a  complete  separable  
metric  space and  F with its Borel s t ruc tu re  is a s tan d a rd  Borel space.
P r o o f :  Let / „  be sequence in F sucli that  / n converges to  f in TfK.M).
T h e n  /„  converges to  f in m -m easure  (see Proposi t ion  6 of C. M oore’s paper  
“G roup  Extensions  an d  Cohomology for Locally C om pac t  Groups.  111” ).
T h u s  there  is a  subsequence of f n which converges point-wise a.e. to f.
Hence f { k yk 2 ) = f { k t ) f { k 2 ) a.e. ( f r j , t 2 ).
T h e n  there  exists a Borel hom om orph ism  $  : A' ----► A/ such tha t  4> — /  a.e. (see
T heorem  B.2 of R. Z im m e r ’s book “Ergodic Theory  and  Semisimple G ro u p s” ). 
T h u s  /  € F  an d  F is a closed subset  of T(K,M).
Let K  x A/ act on F by: if (fc,m) 6  A' x M  and  tj £ F  then  rj (fc,m) £ F  where 
(t; ■ ( k ym ) )  ( k t ) = )m for k 1 £ A'.
It is easy to  verify rj • (k j , m j ) - ( k 2, m 2 ) =  tj - (fcj k 2 , m i  m 2 ) for 
each ( r j , k , , m, )  £ F  x K  x A/, i =  l ,2  .
Before we proceed we prove a  lemma.
L e m m a  3 .3 :  The  quot ien t  Borel s t ruc tu re  of the K  x  Af -  orbits  F' /(A' x A/) 
in F is a s ta n d a rd  Borel space.
P r o o f:
Since A' x  M  is a  compact  group,  it is enough to  prove th a t  the m app ing  
F  x (A' x  Af) ----» F , defined by the  action of A' x  M  on F is a Borel m a p  (see
Corollary 2.1.21 of R. Zimmer 's  book “Ergodic Theory  and  Semisimple Croups"
and  see Proposi t ion  7.1 of R. Kali m a n ’s p a p e r  “C er ta in  Quot ien t  Spaces are 
C oun tab ly  Separa ted ,  III").
Fix A 6  F  and  let (A:,, m , ), ( A:o, mo ) £ K  x M  such th a t  converges to
(fco,rno)- We will show A • (A:,,m,) converges to  A ■ (l:o,mo).
Indeed,
p ( A  ■ (A-,,m,), A ■ (A:0 , m 0 )) -
~  I h ^  ( n , r  1 A( A;, A'Ar” 1 ) m ,, m,j~1 A( fcoA^ ^ 1 )mo) dm (A:) converges to  zero as i 
goes to infinity by the  Lebesgue D om ina ted  Convergence Theorem.
Hence (A?,m) ----► A • ( k , m )  is a continuous m a p  from K  x M  to  F.
Let An be a sequence in F tha t  converges to a Borel hom om orph ism  A in F. 
Likewise,
p (  An ■ (A-0 , m 0 ), A * (A.-0 , m 0 )) =
— j K d (m^ 1 A n ( A'o A'A'd"1 )m 0, m 0" 1 \ ( k o k k ^ 1 ) m 0 ) dm( A-) converges to  zero 
as n goes to  infinity(see Proposi t ion  6 of C. Moore 's  p aper  “G roup  
Extensions  and  Cohomology for Locally Com pact  G roups .  III” ).
So A ----► A ■ (Ao,mo) is a continuous m ap  from F in to  itself.
T h en  F  x (A' x M )  ----► F  is continuous in each variable separately.
T h en  F  x { K  x  A/) — * F  is a Borel m a p  (see L em m a 9.2 of G. M ackey’s paper  
“Induced Represen ta t ions  of Locally C om pac t  G roups  I” ).
Th is  proves L e m m a 3.3 .
T h e  Borel s t ruc tu re  on T(K,M) is the smallest  Borel s t ruc tu re  such th a t
is a  Borel m a p
for all Borel Bubsets Y of K an d  for all bounded  Borel maps  of  V’ on M
(see Proposi t ion  8 of C. Moore 's  p aper  “G ro u p  Extensions  and  Cohomology for
2(>
Locally C o m p ac t  Groups.  III” ).
By F ub in i ’s Theorem ,  the m app ing
V’ o f3(s, k  (rfnifl),
is a Borel m a p  for each Borel subset Y of K and  for each bounded  Borel function
tf' on M.
Thus  s — ■+ /.?(s,*) is a Borel m a p  from S in to P(K,M ).
Hence s — * /3(s,s) is a Borel m ap  from S in to F.
Denote  the  K  x Af-orbit  of r/ t  F  by < 7j >.
T h u s  s e  S ---->< 0 ( s , * )  > £  E / ( K  x A f) is a G-invariant  Borel m a p  on S
since (3 (s,<f>(g)k<f>{g)~') = 0{s,  g){3(h o g, k )f3{ s, g ) ~ 1 for
each ( s, k,  g)  £ S x K  x 9 G.  Since S is G-ergodic and  F / { K  x  A/)
is a s ta n d a rd  Borel spare  , the  m app ing  s ----*< /?(s,») > is essentially
cons tan t  i.e. there  exist a Borel hom om orph ism  A from K into M 
and  a  conull Borel set E in S such th a t  < A > — < f3(s ,« )  > 
for each s £  £ ,  Then  for each s € E  there exists (fc,m) £ A' x  A/ 
such th a t  A(fcj) =  m _ , /3(s1fcfc|fc" 1 )m for each k t £ K .
Let A  =  {(s, f c ,m ) 6  E  x  K  x  Af : Affcj) =  )m for each A*i € A’}.
A is a Borel subset  of  E  x  K  x  Af since by [’*'*j ,
( s , fc ,m)  ----► m - J /?(s,A: • A:” 1)?™ is a Borel m a p  from (S x  K  x  A/)
in to  F.
T h e  pro ject ion  of A into E is all of E. By a von N eum ann  selection theorem there
exists a  conull  Borel set E '  in E, an d  a  Borel m a p  (A" x  Af) : E '  ----► A* x  Af
such th a t  (s, A'(s), Af(s)) € A  for each s € E* (see T heorem  Z.2 of G. Mackey’s 
book “The  Theory  of  Uni ta ry  G ro u p  Represen ta t ions” ).
T h u s  A(fc,) =  A : (S ) J t ,A ' ( s ) )A f ( s >  for each ( ■ , * , ) €  E ’ x  K .
/
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Define yt?' : S x K  x t G   * A/ by
0 ' ( s , r )  =  ( e  ■ \ {E, y x K  x .  G’ t S ’ 2 - ) )  *  ) \ e ‘ * K  x  ,  G < ® ’ x >)
for each ( s ,x )  6  S x . K  x ,  G, and  where e is the identi ty  in M.
(3' is a  Borel m a p  and  0 ’( s t :r) =  f3{s , t )  a.e. s for each x  € A’ x ,  G.
T h u s  f3' is a cocycle cohomologous to j3.
T h e  Borel m a p  A x M  defined on E'  can be ex tended to  be defined on S by
(A* x A/)(s) =  (e ,c )  for each s f  (S ~E ' ) .
Define 7 : S x K  x , G  ----* A/ to  be the Borel m a p  defined by
7 (s, kg)  ~  A /( s ) “ ' 0 ' ( s ,  k g ) M{ s  o g)  for { s, fc, g)  G S x  K  x t G.
T h e n  7 (3 where — means  cohomologous cocycles.
Fix ( l , j ) e  A' x a G.
T h e n  7 (s, kg)  = A /(s)_ 10 ' ( s ,  k  )A/(s ) A/( s ) ~ 10 f(s, ^)A/(s  o j )  a.e. s 
=  A / ( s ) “ ] 0 ( s ,  A: )A/(s )7 ( s, g ) a.e. s
=  A / ( s ) _ 1  [ A f t s J A t A ' t s J - ^ A ' f i D A / f s ) - 1 ] A / ( s ) 7 ( s , 5 ) a . e .  i .
T h u s  7 (s, k g ) -  A( A ' (s )“ 1 frA'(s))7 (s, g ) a.e. s for each ( k,  g ) 6  A' x  , G.
Define 7 * : S x  K  x a G  ----► A/ to be the  Borel m ap  defined by
7 ' (s,fcff) -  A ( A ' ( s ) - ^ A ' ( s ) ) 7 ( s , 5 ) for (s, jfc, g)  g  S x K  x  ,  G.
T h e n  7 * 7  — (3 as equivalent cocycles.
Define (3\ : S x K  x , G  ----► M  by:
/ ? i ( s , t j )  =  ( A o  A ' ) ( s b ' ( s ,  A:s)(A o A ' )~ J(s o g)
for each (s , A:, <7) G S xA '  x  , G .
0 i  is a  cocycle, and (3\ 7 * — (3.
F i x  ( k , g ) G K  x  ,  G .
T h en  0 ({i, kg)  — (A o A')(s) [A(A'(s)~1A:A'(s))7 (s ,^)]  (A o A' ) -1  (s o s )
2h
=  A(fc)(A o  A'J(s)7 ( s tfl)(A o A ')_ , {s o g )
-  A(Ar) ((A o A')(s )V(s ,$ )(A  o A' )_1(s o  j ) )  a.e. s 
=  A (* )^ j ( s  ,g).
T h u s  0i  (s, kg)  — A( h)0i  (s, g)  a.e. s for each ( k y g) £ K  x ( G .
Define 0 2  :S x K  x t G  — * Af to  be the Borel m ap  given 
by 0 2 ( s , * s )  -  A ( k ) 0 1 {s,g)  for (s,A:,g) £ S x K  x a G.
0 2  is a  cocycle such th a t  0 2  0t  0• In fact =  A( k ) 0 2 (s, g )
for each ( s , k , g )  CS x A' x ,  G.
So the  0  in Corollary 2.6 can be replaced by 0 2 . Th is  proves Theorem  3.1.H
In cer tain  cases we will describe the  compact  group  M in Corollary 2.6. We
in t roduce  some nota tions.  Let J be a subset of a  topological g roup P  then
< J  > denotes  the  subgroup  of P generated  by J ,  an d  < J  >  denotes  the closed 
subgroup  genera ted  by J.
T h e o r e m  3.4 :  Let Af' be a  closed subgroup  of a com pact  g roup  A/".
Let 0'  :S x G  ----► A/' be a str ict  cocycle with Mackey dense-range.
Suppose to each s gS there exist a Borel hom om orph ism  /? '(§ ,•)  : K  ----  M "
such tha t :
( 1 ) s £ S ----* 0 ’( s , k )  is a Borel m ap  for each k  £ K y
(2) 0 ' ( s , g  - k ) 0 ' ( s , g )  =  0 ,(s, g)0' {s  o g,  k ) for each (s,*:,^) £ ( S  xA ’ x . G )  
an d  (3) 0'(s> k ) 0 ' { s , g )  £ M " for each (s,A;,p) £  S x K  x , G.
T h e n  there  exist  a  G-invar iant  conull Borel set S' in S and a  closed subgroup 
M of M "  such th a t  Af =  <  0' {s ,  K ) U M '  > for each b £ S'.
Also the  m a p  0  : S' x K  x , G ----► Af given by 0 ( s , k g )  = 0 >( s , k ) 0 ,( s ,<7)
for each (s,k,g) £ S’ x A' x ,  G  is a str ict  cocycle with Mackey dense-range.
P r o o f :  The  proof  will be given by a  sequence of lemmas.
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L e m m a  3 .5 :  The  m a p  (3 : S x K  x , G   ► M "  given by
(3(s,kg)  =  k)j3' {iyg)  is a cocycle.
P r o o f :  T h e  m a p  is well-defined by (3) of Theorem  3.4.
For each k € K ,  the m a p  ( s t </) -* {3'{ s, k  )/?'(s, g ) is Borel by (1)
of T heorem  3.4. For each (s ,p)  £ S x G,
the  m ap  k  ----► /T(s, k )/?’( s, g ) is continuous from K in to  M " .
T h u s  (3 is a Borel m ap .
Fix (s, ki,  g , ) 6 S x K  x „ G  for i — 1,2 .
T h e n  l 3 { i , ( k i , g ] ) (k2 , g2 )) -  0 ( s k2 , g i g 2})
=  £ ' ( s ,  *i(Si  ■ k 2 ) ) fV{k,gi g2 )
= ^ ' ( s ,  ki )f3'(s1g 1 • k 2 )l3'(~s,gi );3'{s o g i , g 2 )
-  ki  )/T(s t gi  )/T(s o g i , k 2 )(3'{ s o g i , g 2) by (2) of Theorem  3.3
=  ^ (s ,  (**| ,ffl ))/3(s o 0 1 , ( *2 , 0 2 ))- 
Hence /5(s,(*liffi  ){k2 , g 2)) -  &{k, {kigi  ) ) / i ( so  g 1} k 2 g 2 ).
T h u s  /? is a st r ict  cocycle.
Let E be the set of all closed subgroups  of M n E with the  Fell topology is 
a  comple te  separable  metr ic  space. T h e  induced  Borel s t ru c tu re  on E  makes  E 
in to  a  s ta n d a rd  Borel space.
L e m m a  3.6:  T h e  m ap  £ : S ----► E given by £(s) — <  /?'(£, A") U M ' > is a Borel
m ap .
P r o o f :  Let d be metric on M whose value is at  most  1 . T h e  Borel s t ruc tu re  on
E  is the  smallest  one such th a t  for each m  e  M "  th e  m a p  R  £ E  ----► d ( m , R )
is Borel where d ( m,  R)  — i n f { d { m yp ) : p  € A} (See p .67 of A u s la n d e r /M o o re ’s 
American M athem at ica l  Society Memoirs  N u m b er  62).
Since K an d  A/* have countable  dense sets,  there  exists a  countable  n um ber  of
:io
Bore) maps  : S ----► Af" such th a t  {^i(s) : t — 1 , 2 , . . .} is dense in £(s).
T h a t  is £(s) =  (<^,(s) : i — 1 ,2 , . . .} ,  for each s E S.
For each m  E A f" ,
<f(™,£(s)) =  i n f { d { m , p )  : p  G £(s)} =  i n / { d ( m ,  0 , (s)) : t =  1 , 2 ,
T h u s  s — * d (m ,£ ( s ) )  is Borel for each m G Af".
Hence £ : S ----* E is a  Borel map.
Note < (3(s o g,  K )  U Af' > ~ < /5(s, A') U Af' >  for all ( s ,p )  6  S x G  by (2) of
Theorem  3.4 and  the fact t h a t  /C3'(s,p) E A f ' .
Hence £(s o g)  =  £(i)  for all (s, j /)  G S  x G.
Since S is G-ergodic there  exist a closed subgroup  M of M "  such tha t
S' =  {k £ S : <7?(s,  A )  U Af' >  -  A/}
is Borel conull and G-invariant.
T h u s  /7(s,fc<j) E Af for each (s,fc,p) G S' x A' x , G.
So (3 : S' x A' x  , G — -*■ Af is still a str ict  cocycle.
We will show (S' x^  Af) is an ergodic A x ,  G-  space.
Let p : Af ----► Af/Af'  be given by p (m )  =  m A f '  and t : Af/Af'  ---► A/  be a
Borel cross-section of p  i.e. f (m A f ' )  G mAf '
Let 1^ 1, 1^  be Haar  measures  on Af' an d  M, respectively each of to tal  volume 1 . 
Let p . ( t ' )  be a  measure  on Af/Af '  given by p»(v)(£?) =  ^ ( p - 1 ^ ) )  if E is a  Borel 
subset of Af/Af' .
T h e n  V' : (A f t17) ----► (Af'  x Af/ Af ' , i / i  x p*(i/)) given by
V’(m )  — ( fp ( m ) -1  • m ,p ( m ) )  is a  measure-preserving Borel isomorphism.
Also tl ' imrrt" m ' ) — ( m ' , p ( m ) )  where m ' , m "  € Af' and  fp(m )  =  m m ' '  .
Denote  V : (S'  x Af) ----► (S' x Af' x Af/Af' )  by V’fStm) =  (s,V’(m ))
V' is again a measure-preserving Borel isomorphism.
And i / ' ( (s ,m)  ■ g)  =  V'((s o 5 ,m/?(s,p}))  =
=  (s o  g , t p ( m )  1 ■ m/?(s,ff)Tp(m ))  since /5(s, 3 ) £ A f .
Hence ( s ,# p (m ) -1  ■ m ,p ( m ) )  ■ g = ( s o p . / p f m ) ' 1 • m/?{s, 3 ), p (m )) for 
all (s,T?i,p) £ S' x Af  x  O.
For each ( s , m ' , m A / ' )  £ S' x A/' x  A f / A f , ( s , m ' , m A / ’) ■ h — V’( (s, m m " m l ) • fc)
= ^s, [/p(77ini"rr7'/.?(s, k ))] 1 * k ), p ( m m " m ,/J(s, /r ))  ^.
We have t ransferred  the A’ x ,  (7-action to  S' x  A f  x  A f / A f .
Let E be a A’ x a (7-invariant Borel subset of (S’ x  A f  x  A//A/ ' ) .
Let E mAf' =  { ( s ,m ' )  £ S' X A f  : ( s , m ' , m A / ' )  € E }  for each n iA / ’ £ M  /  A f . 
C l a i m  3.7 :  E  = a r - S' x A f  x F  where F is some Borel subset  of A f / A f . 
P r o o f :  Fix g £ O’.
If (s, m ' ) £ E mA* then  ( s ,m ' ,n ? A / ' )  g £ E.
But (s, m ' , m  A / ' ) • g — ($ o g, m' )3( s , g) ,  m A f  ).
Hence ( s ,m ' )  • g £ E mA* . So E TnM is a  G-invar iant  Borel subset  of S' x A f .
Since {3 : S x  G  ----► A f  is a cocycle with Mackey dense-range,  then
so is (3 : S' x G  ----► A f .
E mAf is null or conull for each m A f  £ A f / A f .
Let F  = { m A f  £ A f / A f  : (p  x  i/1) ( E mM' ) =  1}.
F  is a  Borel subset  of A f / A f ' and  F c = {mAf ' £ A f / A f  : (p  x  ) { EmM ) =  0} . 
(p x I/] x p . v)  ^(S' x  A f  x E )  -  E ^  =
=  x € S' x A f  \ m A f  £ E  an d  ( s , m f) $  }dp , i / (m A / ' )
=  Sm / m > =  0.
Likewise, (p  x  u\ x  p*iv ) ( E  -  (S' x  A f  x  E ) )  =
— yjvf /AfF( f* x  ® ^ ^ ) £  S '  x  A / '  | m  A / '  ^  F  a n d  ( s , r r i  77? A / '  )
=  Sm /M'  O d p . v ( m M ' )  =  0 .
H e n c e  E  — S '  x  A / '  x  F  a . e .  a n d
V’ J ( A / '  x  F )  - 0 { s , g )  =  { m  £  A /  : p ( ™ )  £  F }  ■
=  { m  £  A /  : p ( m ^ ( i , 5 ) - ] ) £  F }
=  {tt? €  A /  : p{  777) £  F }  s i n c e  / f ( s , < 7 ) £  A / '  f o r  a l l  ( s , g)  £  S  x  G.
H e n c e  V’ 1 ( A f '  x F )  ■ /3( s ,  g ) =  V’ 1 ( A / '  x  F )  f o r  e a c h  ( s ,  g ) £  S  x  G.
A l s o  jt?(s, A?) £  A /  f o r  e a c h  ( s , Ar) £  S '  x  A*.
S i m i l a r l y ,  V’ 1 ( A f '  x  F )  ■ ^ ( s ,  A-) — {777 £  A/ ) p ( t t i / 3 ( s ,  fc ) _1 ) £  F }  f o r  e a c h  
(s,Jfc)  £  ( S '  x  A  ).
T h u s  x  F ) - 0 { s , k ) )  =  { ( f p f r n ) - 1  ■ m ,  p ( m  ) ) | p ( m / ? ( s ,  A : p 1 £  F }
f o r  a l l  ( s , A:) £  S '  x K .
F o r  e a c h  ( s ,  k ) £  S ’ x  K , l e t  A -  h — ( M ' x F )  A  [V’ (V’~ 1 ( A f '  x  F )  ■ / 3 ( s ,  Ar) ) ]  w h e r e
A A A  =  { A -  B)  u  ( B  -  A) .  T h e n
“  { ( * P ( m o ) -1 • n i 0 , p ( m 0 )) £ A / ’ x M / A / ' | p ( m 0 ) £ F, p ( n ? o 0 ( s ,  A:)_ 1 ) £  F }
U { ( * P ( m 0 ’ 777o,p(771o ) £ A / '  X A f / A f '  | p ( m o )  ^  F, p (  777 0 0(  S, A1 ) “ 1 ) £ F }  .
N o w  ( S '  x A / '  x F)  • k — { ( s o ,  <p(r77o)_ I  * rr io»p ( n ? o  ) )  | ( h e r e  e x i s t s
( s , m ' , m A f ' )  £  ( S '  x M '  x F )  s u c h  t h a t
s  — So a n d  m 0 =  m m ' ' 7 r ? ' / ? ( s ,  A:) u » h e r e  t p ( m )  =  m m " a n d  777" £  A / ' } .
L e t  Lk — ( S '  x  A f '  x  F ) A [ ( S '  x  A f '  x  F )  • A:] f o r  e a c h  k £  K .
Lk  i s  a  n u l l  s e t  f o r  e a c h  A: £  K  s i n c e  E  = °  '■ ( S '  x  M ’ x  F ) .
L e t  L \  — { x  £  ( A f '  x  F ) | ( s , : r )  £  A * } f o r  e a c h  ( s , A : )  £  S '  x  K .
C l a i m  S . 8 :  R g fc C  l \  f o r  a l l  ( s yk)  £  S '  x  K .  H e n c e  Rg  fc i s  a  n u l l  s e t  a . e .  s  £  S '
f o r  e a c h  A: £  A ' .
P r o o f :  F i x  ( s ,Ar)  £  S '  x  K .
Let (tp(rno ) -1  ■ rn„ , p ( m 0 )) G Ag>fc-
T hen  e i ther  [p(m0 ) G F  a n d  p ( m o0( s ,  fc ) - 1 ) £  F]  or
[p(m0 ) £  F  a n d  p ( m 0/?(s, fc) - 1 ) G F ]  .
Suppose  p ( m 0 ) G F  an d  p(mo/?(s,  fc) “ 1) ^  F .
T h e n  (clearly), m 0 ^  m m "m '/? ( s ,  A-) for each ( s , m ' , m A / ' )  G S' x Af' x F
where t p ( m)  — m m "  and  m "  G A/'.
T h u s  ( t p ( m 0 ) _1 ■ m 0 , p ( m 0 )} € A*.
O n the  o ther  h an d  assume p(m o) ^  F  and p ( m 0/3(s, fc)~J ) G F .
Suppose  m 0 /  m m ' 'm ' /? ( s ,  fc) for all ( s , m ' , m A / ' ) G  (S' x  A/' x  F )  where
t p{m)  = m m "  and  m "  G A/'.
T h e n  m 0 ■/?(s,fc) “ 1 ^  m m '  for all m A / '  G F  an d  m '  G A/'.
Thus  p ( m 0 -A?(s,A;)_1) ^  F ,  a contradic t ion.
Hence there  exists ( s , m ' , m A / ' )  G S' x A/' x F  such t h a t  m 0 =  m n i ,,m ,/l(s, fc) 
where t p{m)  — m m "  and  m "  G Af'.
Hence (#p(m0 )_1 - m 0 , p (m o ) )G  L%.
T h u s  Fg k C  L \  for each (s, fc) G (S' x  A').
This  proves Claim 3.8.
Next no te  Af' x  F  =  V’ [V’ ~ ' ( A F  *  F )  -0 (5 ,* ) ]  a.e. s G S' for each fc 6  A' 
an d  thus
x  F )  t/’_ , (A/ '  x F )  ■ 0( s ,  fc) a.e. s G S' for each fc G K .
Hence x F )  =•■'■ ^ “ ’ ( A f  x F )  • /3(S, fc), a.e. fc 6  K  a.e. s G S' .
T h u s  V-'MA/ '  x F )  = “ "  ^ ’ (AF x  F )  /?(s,fc) for all fc G K  a.e.  s G S' , 
since {fc € A'|V’- 1(Af' x F)*/?(s,fc) — a e~ V, _ 1(Af'  x  F }  is multjplicatively closed. 
Choose so € S' such tha t ;
(1) x  F )  =  V’_ I (A/'  x  F )  • 0(&o, k )  a.e. for all fc G A'
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and (2) < / ? ( s 0 lA ' ) U J l / '  > =  Af.
Since V, _ I (Af'  x  F )  — V’- 1 (Af' x  F)  ■ (3(s,g)
for each (s,<7) € S x  G, then  V* 1 ( A/' x  F )  =  “■*• V’ ’ (Af' x  A) ■ m '  for each
m '  6  A/' since A/' — < / ? ( s , j ) : s £  S , j  6  G >.
Thus  V'- 1 {A/' x A) is essentially invariant under  <  /?(so, A ')U A f  > .  It follows
th a t  V’~ 1{ A f  x  A)is essentially invar iant  under  < /?(s0, A ' )U  A f  > — A f .
Hence t/ '~1( A f  x  F )  is null or conull in M.
But  A f  x  F  is null or  conull in A f  x  A f / A f .
T h u s  E  = a e - S' x A f  x  F  is null or conull in (S* x  A f  x  A f / A f ) .
Hence each A' x  # G’-invariant Borel subset E of {S' x  A f  x  A //A / ' )  is ei ther  null 
or conull. So S' x ^ Af  is K  x ,  G'-ergodic.B
C o r o l l a r y  3.0: Let 0  : S X K  X 9 G — - A/" be a st r ic t  cocycle with Mackey
dense-range in to a compact  group A f " . Let A f  be a closed subgroup  of Af"  such
tha t  : S x G  ——*■ A f  is a cocycle with Mackey dense-range.
S  x O
T h e n  there exist a conull  G-invariant  Borel subset  S' of S such that 
Af” -  < /?(§, A ' )U  Af' >  for all s e S'.
P r o o f :  We in t roduce  some nota t ions.
If £ : S x  G  ----► Af  is any cocycle, we set Af^ to be the  closed subgroup  of M
genera ted  by £{S x  G’).
By T h e o rem  3.4 there exist  a conull  G-invar iant  Borel subset  S' of S 
an d  a  closed subgroup  M of Af" such tha t
Af =  < 0 [ s y K )  U Af' >
for all i e  S'.
Also 3\„ : S' x  A' x ,  G' ----► Af is a strict  cocycle with
S 'x K  x , G  
Mackey dense-range.
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Define a cocycle o  : S x A x  , G  ----* Af by « i .  — j3\
S ' ,A ’ x , C  S'»A' x , G
an d  q i ,  c — e.
S’ x ,  G
T h e n  q  : S x A x , G  — + Af has  Mackey dense-range and  Af0 =  Af.
We now regard q  as a cocycle into A/" i.e. o  : S  x A' x , G  ----* Af".
Again (A f" )n =  Af and  a  ^  0.
Since a  and  0  are equivalent minimal cocycles into Af", then (A f" )Q is 
conjugate  to  (A l u )p . Since ( M n )p = Af" and  (A f" )a =  Af, 
then  Af" = Af = < 0( s ,  K ) U Af' > for each s € S' .■
C o r o l l a r y  3 .10 :  Let 0  : S x A x  t G ■— * Af be a strict  cocycle with Mackey 
dense-range into a compact  group  M given by 0 ( s , k g )  — A(fc)^(s,(j) for all 
(s, fc,p)  f  S x A  x , G  where A : K  —-* Af is a Borel homomorphism.
Suppose  Af' is a closed sub roup  of M such th a t  0  : S x G* -----► Af* has  Mackey
dense-range,  then  Af — Af'A(A').
P r o o f :  By Corollary 3.9, Af — < A(A’) U Af' > .  Also
/?(s,5 )A(fc)0 ( s , 3 ) -1  =  A(^ • fc) for all (s,fc,(j) £ S x K  x ,  6 ’ by the  cocycle 
property .  T h u s  Af' =  <  0{ s , g )  ; (s,<?) € S x  G > normalizes A(A').
T h u s  < A(A') U Af’ > =  A(A")Af' and  hence <  A(AT) U Af' >  =  A(A')Af ' .B
T h e o r e m  3 .1 1 :  Let S  ^  S x p  Afo\Af be an  isomorphism of
K  x ,  (7-extensions of S where S =  S / K ,  0  : S x A' x # G  -— ► Af is a
s tr ic t  cocycle with Mackey dense-range in to  a compact  g roup  M, and  Af0
is a closed subgroup  of  M. Suppose /?(s,fcj) =  A(fc)/?(s,j)  for all s, k, g
where A : K ------- ► Af is a  continuous hom om orphism .
T h e n  A (A") is a  closed normal  subgroup  of M such th a t  AfoA(A') =  Af.
3(>
P r o o f:  By the  cocycle property,
/^(®t!?)A{A:)/?(s,<7)-1  =  \ ( g  ■ fc)
for each s, k, g .
So A(A') is normalized by the g roup  generated  by 
{A(fc)/i(s,p) |(s,  k , g )  e  S x K  x , 6 ' } .
Since 0  has  dense-range A(A') is a closed normal  subgroup  of M.
Let p  : .S' — ‘ S and pj : S x   ^ A/0\A /  ----«■ S be canonical  maps.
Since S and  S A/o\A/ are isomorphic extensions of S then
there  exjst A ' x ,  G-invar iant conull Borel subsets  So and  (S x ^  A/o\A/)o of S
and  S x p A/0 \A / ,  and  a K  x , G-equivariant  Borel isomorphism
4> : So ------* (S X f l  A/0\A/)o such tha t  p\ o 4> =  P-
Since (S x fi A/0\A/)o is conull then
( * )  (S > 0 Mo\M) %  =  { z  e  A/0\A /  j ( £ , * )  €  (S A/0\ M ) 0 }
is conull in Af0 \ ^ /  p — a.e.  s £ S, where p . p  =  p  (as before).
Choose an i  G 5o satisfying (*).
T h en  $  m aps  s ■ K  bijectively onto  {s} x (S x ^  A/o\A/)q (since pi  o <f> =  p).
But  ${s  • K )  — {s} x {A/om A(A')} for some m € M .
Hence A/0m A (A ')  =  (S x ^  A / o \ M ) | .
B u t  M 0A(A')m =  M 0mA(A') .  Hence M 0 \ ( K )  is conull in (A/0 \A /) .
So A/0A(A') is conull  in M. But  A/oA(A') is a  group  itself, thus  M oA(A') =  M .■
C H A P T E R  4
A M E N A B L E  A N D  R E L A T I V E L Y  W E A K L Y - M I X I N G  A C T I O N S
III this chap te r  we discuss amenable  actions and  weakly mixing actions 
for semi-direct product  groups K  x ,  G. Let E be a  separable  Banach space
and  let tt : G  ----* I s o ( E )  be a  continuous hom om orph ism  where Iso(E)  is the
group  of isometric au tom orph ism s  of E with the s t rong  o p e ra to r  topology. 
Iso(E) is a separable  metric  group.
Let A be a non-em pty  com pact  convex subset of the unit  ball E j* of 
E*  with the weak ^-topology such tha t  n m( g)A  C  A  for each g € G  where n* is 
the  adjoint representa t ion  of n  i.e. Tr*{g) ~  n { g _I )* . Then  A is a continuous 
G-space under  the  action {g, a) - 7r*(ff)(o). Th is  G-space is called
an a/fine G-space.
A group  G is called am enab le  if there exist a fixed point  in every affine 
G-space( Equivalently G is an amenable  g roup  iff for each cont inuous G-act ion 
on a  compact  metric space X there  is a G-invariant  probabili ty  measure  on X). 
T h e  notion of an am enab le  action was in t roduced  by R. Zimmer  in his paper  
“Amenable  Ergodic  G ro u p  Actions and an Application to  Poisson Boundaries  
of R an d o m  Walks .”
Let a  : S  x  G  *■ I s o ( E )  be a cocycle where S is a  G-space.
For each 4 £  5 ,  let A t a  non-em pty  compact  convex subset  of  the  unit  ball E \  
such th a t  a"(a,<7)A,.9 =  A ,  a.e. s for each j £ G  where a * ( s , g )  =  ( a ( s , p ) _ l )*, 
an d  {(j ,ar) |x  £ A t , s  £  5} is a Borel subset  of 5  x E \ .
Denote  such a  triple by ( E ,  a ,  {A, }).
D e f i n i t i o n  4 .1 :  Let ( 5 , p )  be a G-space. G ac ts  am enab ly  on S
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if for each triple ( £ \ a , { . 4 , } )  there  exists a Borel m ap  0  : S  ----* E \  such tha t
0 (a )  G A t a.e. s, and  a*(At <;)0(s ■ g) — 0(a) a.e. s for each g G G.  Such a 0  is 
called an q- invar iant  sect ion o f  { A t }.
We rem ark  tha t  actions of amenable  groups are amenable  actions.
L e m m a  4.2 :  Let (JV,p) be a  A' x t G- space such th a t  K acts trivially on X. If
G acts am enab ly  on X then  K  x 3 G  acts amenably  on S.
P r o o f:  Let o : .Y x K  x  3 G ----* I s o { E )  be a cocycle where E is a separable
Banach space. We can assume o  is a str ict  cocycle(see Corollary 1.8 of 
R. Z im m e r ’s paper  “A menable  Ergodic G roup  Actions and an Applicat ion to 
Poisson Boundaries  of R an d o m  Walks” ).
For each x G A”, let A r be a non-em pty  compact  convex subset  of the  unit 
ball  E J such tha t  a*( r , A:  ^) A £ .9 ~ A r a.e. x for each ( k , g )  G K  x t G,  and 
{(a-, t ' ) | r  G A", r  G A r } is a Borel subset of A" x  Ej .
Since K is a compact  group(hence  amenable)  there exists a  Borel m ap  
0  : A" * Ei  such th a t  0 (x )  G A r a.e. x, and  a*(x,A:)0(x) =  0 (x )  a.e. x for 
each k  G A'. Hence a * (x ,  k)<f>(x) =  0 ( r )  a.e. k a.e. x G X .
B u t  the set of all k such th a t  a*(x , fc )0 (x )  =  0 (x )  is mult iplicatively closed.
a* (x ,fc )0 (x )  =  0 ( r )  for each k  G A’ a.e. x  G X .
Let Xo  be a  conull Borel subset of X such th a t  for each x  G Xo,  0 (x )  G A x and 
q *(x , k )0(x ) -  0 (x )  for all k G K .
For each x G Xq ,  let A'x — {v  G A r |a*(x ,  k)v  = v f o r  al l  k  G A'}.
For x G (AT -  X 0 ), let A*x = {0}.
C l a i m  4 .3 :  A x is a  non-em pty  com pact  convex subset  of  for each x G X .  
And  {(x,t>)je G A * ,x  G A }  is a Borel subset of X  x E *.
P r o o f:  Clearly is a non-em pty  convex subset  of E \  for each x G X\
Fix x G X 0. Lei G A x and suppose r n converges to  v in E \ .
T h e n  for all (e,  k ) G E  x K , (ct*(x, k  ) r ) ( r ) =  ( a (x ,  k ~ 1 )e)
=  l im n i’n ( a ( x ,  k~* )(c))
= l im n {a*(x,  fc)vn ) ( e )
=  l i l l l n  t ’ n ( f  )
=  *’( 0 -
Then  a*(x,A")i’ =  7’ for all A1 G A\
Hence i> G A x . T h u s  A'x is compact  in f,* for all x G Xo- And trivially 
A x is com pact  in E for all x G A\
Now {(x,i*) |x G A \ r  C A^.} =  {(x, r ) | x  G X Q, r  G A'x } U ( (A  A„)  x {0}).
Let { k t : i — 1 ,2 , . . .}  be a countable  dense set in K.
T h e n  { ( r , r ) | x  e  A 0, r  f  ^ }  =
= { (x , t ’)|x G A'o,*’ G A r , q*( x, k  )r  = v f o r  alt  k  G A }
=  n ^ j { ( * , » ) | x  G X 0,v  G A x t a' f ( x , k t )v =  r}.
Also { ( x , r ) | x  G A 0 , t ’ G A x , a"(  x, k, )v = t’} =
= [{(a;, t,)la‘ £ A , r  G A x } n  ( A 0 x E{) \  n {(x,r)|a: G A,i> G A t l a*(x ,  k t )r =  r} .
T h e  m app ing  I s o { E )  x E f ----> E{  given by (7\t>) ----► r * ( v )  is continuous.
Therefore  {(x,t>)|x G A'0 l t ’ G A x , o* (x, fc, ) r  =  v )  is a  Borel subset  of X  x E  j ,  
for each i =  l ,2, . ..  . Hence {{ x , r ) |x  G X q, v g  A't } is a Borel subset of X  x  E \ .
Thus  { (x ,v ) |x  € X ,  v  G A^.} is a Borel subset of X  x  E f .
C l a i m  4 . 4 :  a * ( x , g ) A X9  — A x a.e. x for each g G G.
P r o o f:  Fix g G G.  Choose a  conull Borel set X'0 in X such th a t  a * ( r ,  g ) A xg — A x
for all x G X
Let x G Xq  H Xq  D (JYo • ) and  let u G A xg.
T h en  for all k  G K , o*(x ,  fc )o*(x ,p)r  =  a*( x ,  kg)v  —
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=  Q*(a:,S)a*(x • g , g  *kg)(v)  =  a * ( r , j f ) r .
Also Q * ( r , j ) t '  6  A x since r  G Ax.9(since r - j f  X 0 ). Thus  a * ( r , j ) r  £ A'r .
So C  A'x for all a- € .V' D X 0 fl ( X 0 f f"1)-
Hence C‘m{ x , g ) A ,xg C A^ . a.e. x for each 5  <= G\
It also follows th a t  A xg C a*(a- * g, g ~ l ) Aix for all x  £ X q Pi X o H (A"0 ■ </_1 )•
if * e  [XI  n x Q n  (jfo ■ s  1 )] n { [ ^ '  n x 0 n (x 0 ■ g ~ ' )] • 5 } then 
X • p ' 1 e  X ‘Q n X 0 n (X 0 - <7_ 1 ) and A ‘x = A x g ,g C q * ( i  • g~* • g , g ~ l ) A ‘x.g x -  
= ; a - ( r , g - ' ) A l g >•
Then A'x C a*( x , g~  1 )A'x , for each
x e  [A- n X 0 n ( X 0 • 5 - 1)] n  { [ X '0 n A 0 n (JY0 )] ff}
Hence A'r C  o * ( r , g _1 )A'x 9_, a.e. x for each g 6  G'.
A x C a*(x ,  a.e. x for each g 6  G.
So o*{x ,g)A'x .g =  A^ . a.e. x for each g £ G.
Since G acts amenably on X there exist  a Borel m ap  V’ : A' ----► Ej  such
th a t  tf’(x)  £ A', a.e. x, and o*(x,^)V’(^ * 9 ) — V’t 3") a -e - x f°r each g 6  G.
In part icular  V’f1 ) G A ,  a.e. x.
For each {k , g)  £ A' x ,  G,
a * ( x , k g ) ^ ( x  ■ g) = a m( x 1 k ) a * ( x , g ) ^ { r  ■ g) =
— a*(x , k ) i / ’(x)  ~xp{x)  a.e. x .
So V’ is an a- invariant section of {Ax : x  6  X } .
Hence K  x , G  acts amenably  on X. ■
T h e o r e m  4.5: Let K  x , G act ergodically on S and suppose each G-orbit  in 
K is finite. Let S =  S /K  be the  space of K-orbi ts  in S. Then G acts amenably 
on S iff G acts amenably on S iff A’ x ,  Gacts  amenably  on S.
P roof:  By Corollary 2.6 we have an isomorphism S  ~  S M 0\ M
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of K  x t G'-spaces where S =  S /K ,  ^  : S x (A' x ,  (?) ----> M  is a cocycle with
Mackey dense-range in to a  com pact  g roup M, and Afo is a  closed 
subgroup  of M. If G acts am enably  on S then  by Proposi t ion  2.6 
of R. Z im m er’s paper  “ Amenable  Ergodic G roup  Act ions  and  an Applicat ion 
to Poisson Boundaries  of  R an d o m  Walks” , G acts
am enab ly  on S. Assume G acts amenably  on S . T h e n  by L e m m a  4.2
A' x ,  G  acts am enably  on S . Since S in an extension of S and by Theorem  2.4
of R. Z im m er’s paper  “Amenable  Ergodic G roup  Actions and  an Applicat ion to
Poisson Boundar ies  of R an d o m  Walks” , then  K  x ,  G  acts
am enably  on S . Conversely lei K  x „ G act am enab ly  on S. Then  A’ x ,  G
acts  am enably  on S by the  same Proposit ion 2.6 of R. Zimmer .
C l a i m  4.6: G acts  am enably  on S.
P r o o f :  Let j3 : S x G  ----> I s o ( E )  be a cocycle where E is a  separable  Banach
space and  let A^ be a non-em pty  closed convex subset  of E J1 for each s £  S such 
t h a t
j ( s , r ) | s  6  S,tJ e  4 - J is a Borel subset  of S x E \  and  0 m( s , g ) A ^ og =  A- a.e. s 
for each g 6  G.
Define a  : S x  K  x , G Jso( E )  by a  (s, (A;, g))  — g).
T h en  a  is a cocycle.
T h e re  exists V1 : S ----► E \ ,  an  a - invar ian t  section of {A^}- since A' x ,  G acts
am enably  on S.
Hence #*(s,  g)i/>(s o g) =  a* (s (s o (fc,ff)) =  V>(s) a.e. s
for each (k , g ) £ A  x ,  G.
Since V* is a  ^ - invar ian t  section of {A^}^ , then  G acts am enably  on S.
T h e n  G acts am enably  on S since S is an extension of  S (see Theorem  2.4  of
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R. Z im m er’s paper  “Amenable  Ergodic G roup  Actions and an Application to 
Poisson Boundar ies  of R an d o m  Walks” ).®
We tu rn  to  the  concept of relatively weakly mixing. Let p  : ( X , p )  ----* { Y ^ )  be
a G-factor  m a p  of Lebesgue G-spaces(i .e.  p  and  v  are probabi li ty  G-invariant 
measures).
Let p — J  p vdi '{y)  be the  disintegrat ion of p over Y,
Let X  x> A" =  {(j-] , x 2) £ X  x X  |p( x , ) =  p(;r2 )}.
Define a m easure  (p x  y  / j ) o n  A' x y  A' b y ( p x y  p ) { A)  =  Jy  ( p y x p y )(A )dt'( y ) 
where A is a Borel subset of X  x y  X .
G acts on A' x y X  by (a-1 , a*2 ) * i? = ( t j ' 9 , * 2  ’9 )- T h en  p x y  p  is a G invariant 
probabi li ty  measure on A x y  A”.
We say X  is G-refativefv wea/c/y mixing over Y  if the  act ion of G 
on (A" x  y' A ,  p x >- p)  is ergodic.
T h e o r e m  4.7: Let p : ( X , p )  ----* ( > ix) be a A' x ,  G-factor  m ap  of
ergodic Lebesgue K  x t G'-spaces such th a t  K acts trivially on Y. If X 
is A' x ( G-relatively mixing over Y then  X is G-ergodic an d  X is 
G-relatively weakly mixing over Y.
P r o o f:  Let p — j p ydiy(y) be the dis in tegrat ion of p  over Y. Since p  is 
K  x , G-invariant,  we can assume each p v is K-invariant .
Let S be th e  na tu ra l  cocycle representa t ion  on the  Hilber t  bundle  
For each y, k, g,
S { y , k g )  : L 7 { X , p v g ) — ► L 2 ( X , p v )
is a  cont inuous linear opera to r  such tha t
S( y ,  k g ) f {  t )  = f { r  ■ k g )  / /„-a.e. x  for each / E  L 2( X ,  f iy g ), 
a.e. y for each E K  x ,  G.
Now L 2 ( Y )  = f 9 <Cd^y)  C f 9 L 2( X , y y )J„{y).
Let <Ey =  (T for all y.
%
Then
L 2 { X , V V)
is a sub-Hilber t bundle  of
Y Y
Hence S ( y , g )  : (T^ .  ^ — * (Cy is the  identi ty  for a.e. y for each g E G.
T h u s  S rest r ic ted to the bundle is the identi ty  cocycle representat ion,
Y
C l a i m  4.8:  S as a n a tu ra l  cocycle representa t ion  of (Y ,G)  contains no 
finite-dimensional subcocycle representa t ion  of G o th e r  th an  the  identity.
P r o o f:  Let be a  non-zero G-invariant,  finite-dimensional  sub-Hilber t  bund
of
2 ( X , y „ )
i.e. S { y t g)Vy-g C Vy a.e. y for each g, an d  0 /  <fim(V„) < oo a.e. y.
We will show Vy — (Ty a.e. y.
For each y  E Y , let ir(y) be the  un i ta ry  representa t ion  of K given 
by k  — ► S { y , k ) .
For each 7  E K ,  let Py('y)  be the 7 -priinary projection for rr(y).
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Set B%(y) =  0 fl€G A5{jr(y)(fc)Py (7 * j )4 'v |* £ A'} for each 7 6 K and y G Y.
H%(y)
As in the  proof  of Theorem  2.3, is a finite-dimensional K  x  , G-invariant
Y
‘v '
sub-bund le  of I for each 7 6  K,
L 2 <X*f*y)
Y
Let G C K such tha t  C meets  each G-orbi t  in K exactly once.
Suppose 4l%(y) — 0 a.e. y for each 7 £ K.
T h en  0 9<eg,\g Pv i l  ■ 9 Wy  =  0 a e - y for each 7 e  C.
Hence 0 . ^ 0  0 ff€c ^ G P y{ l  ■ g) Vy -  0 a.e. y.
B u t  V„ =  0 >€C 0 s€g ,  \ a  ‘ 9 ) for all y G Y .
Hence Vy — 0 a.e. y, a contradiction.  Thus  the re  exists a 7  £ ( '  such th a t  
*4%(i/) ^  0 a.e. y.
Now X is A’ x ,  G-relatively weakly over Y iff S conta ins  no finite-dimensional 
cocycle represen ta t ion  of A" x # G other  th a n  the  identi ty  (see Corollary 7.10 
of Z im m e r ’s “Ergodic Actions with Generalized Discrete S p e c t ru m ” ).
T h e n  there exists a  unique 71 6  C  such th a t  44%, (y) ^  0 a.e. y.
For this unique 7 ! G G, 14%,(y) =  (t  ^ a.e. y. And if 7  G G and  7  ^  7 1 , then 
44%(y) =  0 a.e. y.
Fix y G Y  such th a t  44%, (y) =  <ty an d  44%(y) =  0 for each 7  ^  7 1 , 7 6  G. 
Choose yj €  G such th a t  44%,(y) =  £ 5 {7r(y)(fc )P„ (7 J • g i ) Vy \k G A'}
If v v G Vy then  rr(y)(fc)Py(7 i ■ g j ) v v =  a y for some a „  G (C^ .
So F v( 7 i • g i)vy  =  « (y ) ( fc )_ , ( a F) =
Also v v = 0 - . e c  0 s€c ,  \ g  P v(~r ' f f K  =  0 ffeG,,  \ c  * V 7 i  •
So v v =  Py ( 71 ■ 0 ! )t>„ =  a y.
Hence r v =  a y €
Hence Vv — <Ey whenever  =  (Ty an d  W^{y)  =  0 for 7  ^  71 an d  7  £ C.
So Vy = Cy a.e y . This  proves Claim 4.8.
In par t icu la r ,  S as a cocycle represen ta t ion  of  {Y,G) contains  the  ident ity cocycle
representa t ion  exactly once. Hence X is G-ergodic.
So p : (A’, / i )  — * ( Y , u )  is a G-factor  m a p  of ergodic Lebesgue G-spaces such 
th a t  the n a tu ra l  cocycle representa t ion  S of (Y,G) conta ins  no finite-dimensional 
cocycle representa t ion  of (Y,G) o ther  th an  the  identity.
Hence X is G-relatively weakly mixing over Y.M
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